
 ‘There are many keys to success, but two invaluable ones are 
accelerating strength training and accommodating resistance 

by add-ing chains or bands or sometimes both.’          

LOUIE SIMMONS

BANDS & 
THE 
CONJUGATE
SYSTEM

8 week training program 
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FOREWORD

Initially introduced to the athletic training world by Coach Dick Hartzell, Louie Simmons quickly 
realized the value of this tool which he then began to use to increase strength and speed amongst 
the members of Westside Barbell. Since then, Westside has become well known for its use of 
accommodating resistance. The use of bands in the training of a strength athlete is one of the 
best ways to produce rapid results in speed, strength, and endurance that will quickly translate to 
increased levels of performance in sport.
 
For this reason, we advise all strength coaches, to use bands, in the training of their athletes on a 
consistent basis.

If you want to excel at powerlifting or any sport, then you must develop speed strength, increase 
acceleration, and gain absolute strength. Bands can be instrumental in developing these aspects 
of strength. It is highly recommended that you try them.

In this program bands are used in the max effort lifts, dynamic effort lifts, and accessory 
exercises. You will have a firm grasp of the different ways you can implement bands into your 
training program.



5WEEK
8 WEEK TRAINING PROGRAM

14

EASY MED. HARD3 Min. rESt 90 SEc. rESt 30 SEc. rESt

MAX EFFORT - LOWER BODY
EXERCISE

EXERCISE

SETS & REPS

SETS & REPS

MAX EFFORT - UPPER BODY

BLOCK PULLS

FOOTBALL BAR BENCH PRESS 
(vs. minibands)

work up to a top set of 5 from 
2” block or mat

work up to a top single

INVERSE CURLS

BARBELL ROWS

SSB GOODMORNINGS 4 x 5 - 8 (vs. minibands)

5 x 10

5 x 6 - 8

4 x 20

4 x 12

3 x 15

5 x 20 - 25 

4 x 10 - 12

4 x AMRAP

REVERSE HYPERS

SKULLCRUSHERS

DB LATERAL RAISES

STANDING ABS

DB BICEP CURLS

BANDED TRICEP PRESSDOWNS


